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Brittany or Loire? Nantes was historically the capital of Brittany until new administrative regions 
were created in the 1950s and Nantes was attached to the Pays de Loire. Still, the gastronomic 
heritage of Nantes is very much marked with Breton flavours. The use of butter, sea salt crystals 
and fruits of the sea is testimony to this. Inland, the sizeable lakes of Brière and Grand-Lieu are 

well known for producing eels and frogs. The local agriculture has an element of meat production with the Vache Nantaise, a 
breed of beef that enjoys humid pastures, and the Canard de Challans, a type of duck often seen in Michelin starred menus. Not 
much cheese here however, as the closest area of production is Charentes-Poitou and its goat’s milk specialities. The region is 
more particularly renowned for market gardening, in particular with one product: the Mâche Nantaise, the tender and delicate 
lamb’s lettuce. Let’s note that the LU biscuit company is based in Nantes and has been producing the Petit Beurre, a trademark 
since 1848! 
We chose to concentrate on the sea for this menu and give its products the lead part. Beurre blanc is the classic accompaniement 
to the local catch, a delicate sauce made with shallot, butter and white wine, preferably Muscadet. This wine made with the 
sole Melon grape is the local hero, ever present at home as well as restaurant tables. Often criticised as simplistic, acidic and 
ordinary, Muscadet growers in recent years have taken  the gamble to raise the standard of this Appellation, applying organic 
and biodynamic methods, making the most of the diverse underground compositions to create products of great finesse, purity 
and minerality. Muscadet can now feature at great tables just like any noble wine. Also, the Folle Blanche grown in the lively 
and crisp Gros-Plant du Pays Nantais has improved remarkably in the last few years.

Amuse Bouche 
Frogs Leg with Garlic & Parsley - Artichoke Canapé

Folle BlAnche du PAys nAntAis - luneAu PAPin 2016
100% Folle blanche aka Gros Plant. The classic characteristics of  Folle Blanche are its freshness on the palate and its salty, iodine-tinged 

character. A touch of  prickliness from the lees and a crisp lemony finish (organic)
uuu

Petite GAlette de sArrAzin Aux Fruits de mer – sAlAde de mâche
Brittany buckwheat pancake with seafood filling - Lamb’s lettuce 

muscAdet de sevre-et mAine sur lies - Jo lAndron 2015
 Displays an intense minerality with a very floral style again. The palate is sappy and shows some good substance, and there is certainly 

some grip and structure evident too. Nicely composed, with an elegant acid backbone, and it is quite long too (biodynamic)
uuu

duo de sAumon et sAndre Au Beurre BlAnc 
Duo of  Zander & Salmon fillets with Muscadet Beurre Blanc – Pommes de Terre de Noirmoutiers Farçie, Légumes de saison

muscAdet - terre de Pierre 2015
From a special terroir of  serpentite rock rising from the plain an extraordinary example of  Muscadet with thrilling crystalline citrus fruit 

flavours and amazing length (organic)
uuu

chèvre du Poitou
Goat’s cheese from Poitou

vAl de loire - domAine de lA PéPiere 2015
The Côt grape had disappeared from this area in the 1930s. Vibrant, bright & fruity wine with excellent texture, freshness & balance. 

Flowery on the nose, soft juicy raspberry fruit on the palate with good tension from the acidity (organic)
uuu

GAteAu nAntAis Aux Fruits d’Automne
Gateau Nantais (Buttery cake with Almond powder and Caribbean Rhum) with Autumn Fruit garnish and Rhum & Raisin ice cream 

coteAux du lAyon - domAine oGereAu 2014
100% Chenin. Mouth-watering ripe apricots, peaches, pears and notes of  vanilla are found in this outstanding Coteaux du Layon-St 

Lambert’s aromas and flavours (sustainable)
uuu

cAFé
100% Arabica Expresso

Nantes


